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More with Flexo...



Why does Bülent Klişe recommend NX System?

higher resistance of blocks built with NX technology and 

consequently increased print circulation along with bene�ts such as;

- faster setup time compared to other systems, 

- repeatability, equal pressure and indi�erent pressure,

- obtaining same results between jobs and in repeat jobs.

Fast printing

Cost 
reduction

Repeatability

Time Saving

Ink saving

obtaining 
same results 

between 
jobs



Why was the NX system developed?

E�ective ink transfer has always been essential in standard digital blocks.  Especially printing 

over a �exible packaging with solvent based ink, multiple blocks and high anilox values are 

required to achieve required saturation. Bad ink transfer limits color scale by reducing color 

range.  Furthermore, gaps in the background impair visual impact.

Many studies have been conducted to increase ink transfer but these have not achieved 

a stable improvement.

With NX technology, higher densities can be obtained without increasing ink and resulting 

increase in color scale enables more color shades to be printed. Furthermore, �ner details are 

observed to increase in the print. All these enable prints in gravure quality.



Standard Digital System Production and Results

Flexo print tries to capture the 
original photo. 

Without editing the result is failure.

Original Shade Values % 0 - % 100

Digital File

Unedited block loses light shaded screenings, �rst printed 
point is 10 % screening.

Flexo Plate

Unedited print has sharp edges.

Print



Standard Digital System Production and Bumping

Bump curve is applied to adjust 
minimum point size.

Flexo print tries to capture the 
original photo.

Bump curve is applied to compensate light shade losses, shade scale is 
compressed to 10% - 100% range.

Digital File

Edited block has a shade range of 2-3% - 100%.

Flexo Plate

Edited print result.

Print



FLEXCEL NX System Production and Results

Original shade range between 0% - 100%

File

Shade range in blocks between 0.4% - 100%

Flexo Plate

Gravure quality print results.

Print



Rounded peak surface e�ect
“measurable ink and print predictability”

Coincidence pressure= %? Screening  3µ pressure = % 4 Screening 6µ pressure = % 9 Screening



Point Structures of Standard Digital System and NX System

FLEXCEL NX System Standart Digital System



What are the components of FLEXCEL NX System?

Kodak Ti� front end

Kodak Trendsetter NX Imager

Kodak Flexcel NX Laminator

Kodak Flexcel NX Thermal Imaging Layer

Kodak Flexcel NXH Flexographic Plates

(610 x 762 mm)

(800 x 1067 mm)

(1097 x 1554 mm)

(1270 x 2032mm)

1.14mm 1.70mm 2.54mm 2.84mm



Flexcel NX System enables a stable structure and repeatability with 
stable �at top screening. 

Standard digital System point structure Flexcel NX system point structure

Point Structures of Standard Digital System and NX System



Point Structures of Standard Digital System and NX System

Standard Digital block point structure Flexcel NX system point structure



Traditional surface celling DigiCap NX screening system 

Roughening the block surface was a solution used for a long time to increase ink transfer. Mechanical methods, 
block coating and digital exposed surface cells are tested but they are failed to show a stable development.

For Increasing ink transfer 



Traditional surface celling DigiCap NX screening system 

At 100% zoom



Standard Digital System

Above comparison is the comparison of print on the same print machine using same ink, 
same anilox values over the same material. NX digicap screening system is seen to distribute 
ink evenly. 

DigiCap NX screening system

Ink distribution comparison
Equal ink distribution



How does ink distrubition a�ect density values?

 

Standard Digital System

Typical Gravure 
Thick and regular ink layer equally absorbed, 
maximum reflection High density image.

Dense ink use and spaces. Surface; absorbs
the color and reflects the light Low density 
image.

Same ink use as number 2 but without spacing. 
Equal absorption and light reflection.

Flexcel NX system



High density increase color scale.
Higher density without increased ink

As seen in sample measurements 
we see an increase in density values 
without adding ink or resorting to 
other processes.

Flexcel NX digicap screening system is not only for background. With high 

density values enable a wider color scale and printing more shades of colors. 

Sample density measurement

Standard
Digital System

Flexcel NX
System

 

C 1.30 1.60

M 1.20 1.50

Y 1.00 1.30

K 1.40 1.80



Our customers report 0.3-0.8 increase in CMYK density 
without using additional ink.

Signi�cant increase in density and wider color scale. 

Main advantages of Flexcel NX system

- Faster setup time compared to other systems, 

- Repeatability, equal pressure and indi�erent pressure,

- Same result between jobs and in repeat jobs,

- Increased �ner details in print and increased visual quality,

- Economical advantage due to gravure quality print result.

Some examples printed with Flexcel NX system... 



Thank you for interest...
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